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AUTODIDACT, STOIC AND MOTIVATED CANDIDATE

I have been working in Voice Over for over 5 years and have provided my voice for almost every category in the industry!

I have a home studio, which means I can deliver high quality, finished files within just one day, depending on the word

count! Also, if you want that personal touch I can also work with you 1 on 1 via Google Meets, Skype, or Zoom at no extra

charge!

AUDIOBOOKS, ANIMATION& VIDEO GAMES

Recurring Roles - Audiobooks - Headfone 2023
⇨ I’ve been cast in over 30+ original Audio Dramas on the platform for various characters.

Narrator - Audiobooks - PocketFM 2023
⇨ I worked with PocketFM for two audiobooks on their platform.

Background Voice - Video Game - Lilith Games 2022
⇨ I provided the voice for a background character in the mobile game Dislyte’s main campaign.

Jaspers Ash - Storytelling Podcast - Aeterno Stories (under production) 2022
⇨ The Aeterno world is a fantasy world set in a victorian/medieval era but with a vast array of cultures and factions

that help bring it to life. The Weight of Duty is our introduction to the High Kingdom of Caledon and its tenuous
political situation. Combined with dire news of the return of the Dread Father, the future of the kingdom hangs in
the balance.

Matthew Chan - Video Game - Released on BigFishGames 2022
⇨ Matthew Chan suffers from fits of uncontrollable aggression. One day during one of his fits, he hit a loved one

very hard, this prompted him to seek healing from psychologists and psychotherapists. He confesses what he did
was wrong and asks for help.

Glen in Pillow Fort - Animated TV Show - Created by Atanas Shopski 2022
⇨ Pillow Fort is a journalistic parody of news stations, combined with the modern and fun explainer video style,

grown ups are so into, but with an extra flair.
⇨ ⇨ Glen is one of the main cast, very intelligent however very shy and socially isolated. He likes teaching children

science, but dislikes having to do it on a show.

Nuts Grandpa and Jack’s Pipe in Bad Trip - BKG Studio - Video Game - Released on Steam 2022
⇨ ⇨ This video game features a magical pipe found by Jack. I voice the pipe, which helps the player (Jack) along his

journey by giving him magical abilities.
⇨ ⇨ Nut’s Grandpa is a crazy old man living in the magic forest who helps the player, he comes off strong, aggressive

but very helpful.

PRODUCT& ELEARNING

Narrator - Acadecraft - eLearning 2022
⇨ ⇨ Providing technical training videos for medical staff
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⇨ ⇨ Communicating the information in a clear, concise and conversational manner

Ropati - Voices.com - eLearning 2021
⇨ Ropati is currently in rehab, and is telling his story about his substance abuse. While telling the story he breaks

down, letting everything out about how his life is spiraling.
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Dubbed Narrator, Italian Accent - C9Costruzioni - Brand Video 2021
⇨ I dubbed the English version of this Brand Video, where the Contractor of a construction company gives a tour
⇨ and explanation of their construction operations.

Alex: Fictional Racoon Employee - Diconium - Internal Corporate Brand Video 2021
⇨ Alex was the company mascot spearheading the rebranding effort of the company
⇨ Worked with their media team to develop a voice for Alex.

EDUCATION& TRAINING

⇨ I am currently coached by Lili Wexu on commercial narration.
⇨ Lily also worked with me to update my demo, providing coaching, direction, and collaboration on sample choice.
⇨ I’ve also attended a number of webinars produced by Voices.com for script analysis, self-direction, audio

engineering & more.

HOME STUDIO AND EQUIPMENT - VERIFIED BY AUDIO ENGINEER GEORGE THE TECH GUY

⇨ Microphone: CAD E100Sx Large Diaphragm Supercardioid Condenser Microphone
⇨ DAW: Reaper with iZotope RX Elements 8
⇨ Interface: Focusrite Scarlett Solo (3rd Gen) USB Audio Interface
⇨ Booth: Walk-In Closet. It’s been acoustically treated with a noise floor of -60dB.
⇨ Currently, I can offer directed sessions via a Phone Call, or Video Conferencing. (Such as Skype, Zoom, Discord,
⇨ etc!)


